
DISPOSAL OF WASTE FROM FORMER
GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANT

2 Alon Request - Timeline

aseous Diffusion Plant Background &
Operations

DOE D&D Approach

Pre-requiste D&D Activities

Clive Disposal Operation

Site Security Plan

Post-Closure Monitoring
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Sreceipt of wuaspckges complying with SNM
conce9nltrationmit of 1,19i/U.235 but exceeding 350
grams of highly water soluble o of uranium

Basis of Request
> License Condition 13.1 (SNM Exemption Conditions)

Z,~oUneaI banNR p"vu ro to changing any
wihteabov, cnditons."ý

> DOE evaluation of "criticality Incredible" safety controls
> Prerequisite activities to ensure criticality safety prior to

building dismantlement
> Foaming Internal void spaces of process gas equipment and

pipes to fix U-235 contamination and prevent water entry
)M Load waste In DOT approved packages that prevent water entry
>Waste is compliant with all other SNM Exemption conditions
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lus Wcade) constructed to supply er
p rwapons production during WWII

led from 1944 to 1964 (maximum enrichment of 94.8%)

Over two million square feet of floor space (58 feet tall)

> 3,582 stages of various sizes (-22 tons of PGE per stage)
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> Tradcftiona demolition methods wIN be
utiled

> Seven Fronts (Indpedent demoition
systams)

> Each Front consists of appropriataly sied
construction and material handing
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" The prinary dmollf n equpmant wil out
mnd seke thoug tHes exteior of the building

" Continuousl exposng, piling, sorting,
sepsrtlng and staging material for
disposition by support crews and equoent

iment Intrusive Sampling

>Objective - Collect objective evidence to support the
use of non-intrusive and visual techniques

>Vent, Purge, and Drain (VPD Program)
>Objective - verify the Identification of deposits and

validate previous characterization, remove Incidental
liquids, prepare for foaming operations

> Ongoing Deposit Estimation
>Objective - verify quantity of SNM masses via NDA

throughout process gas equipment and piping
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pment Removal
bjective - Allow safe and efficient

demolition of vast majority of building by
removing discrete Items and components
with elevated SNM

>Foaming
>Objective - Reduce potential for

contamination migration, SNM concentration,
and prevent entry of water

CSE establishes that the potential for
criticality during the demolition of the 306
section in K-25 will be incredible, primarily
because of the low U-235 masses and the
dispersion of the deposits... As long as the
prerequisite controls [of section 6.5.1] are
performed and verifled,, criticality Incredibility
within 306 is achieved."

- Nuclear Criticality Safety Evaluation, Demolition of
K-306, NCSE-ET-K25-1632
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f optlon for disposal Is a the local

)> Use buck trllers with soft tarps to package
and ship waste

> Disposal constraints for elevated Tc.U9
contamination (172 pCI/g)

> Off4-t. Disposal (Process Gas Equipment
and Piping)

> Kayak TtmR MDisoal eactI - Bulk
packaging Shipped via buck for classffled
comsponents

Suli pakaging - via hosrwl~d
gondola ralicurs (DOT IP- F'ises BExetd
Package)
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,60460cal Security Plan- =to prevent
Moactive waste material(s) and contaminated
equipment without authorization from being
used or exiting the facility."
> Access Control Points
> 6-foot chain link fence
> 24/7 Onsite Security
> Minimum three patrols per 24-hour period
>' Random searches of personnel and vehicles

> Local Law Enforcement Agency Plan - QoC

> DOE UCNI and Export Controlled Waste
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1to
vethe K-25 waste In

smallercontainers with
enriched uranium < 350
grams per package

-*:. Most efficient and secure package is the gondola railcar
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- M ifts containing K-25 waste
shall not be stacked

" K-25 waste shall be placed in waste
lifts within the Class A disposal
embankment

" GDP waste will be placed in one
continuous Controlled Low-Strength
Material (CLSM) filled waste lift area
and will be limited to 23U mass limits

Inhs OD and no

longer than 12 feet in
length may be placed in
separate soil waste lifts
and will be limited to
2 MU mass limits

Liquids shall not be used as part of the
process in areas where K-25 piping is being
unloaded, moved on-site, or placed in interim
storage
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Waste shall be covered to prevent in-
leakage of rain water when rainfall is
expected to exceed one inch

Waste that is stock-piled or placed in
disposal waste lifts shall not exceed
the most restrictive mass limits

j--s m' aerial from other sources
shall be accounted for in the disposal
waste lift area to ensure the total fissile
mass limits are not exceeded
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rJ Wonitoring Fund
ltow 100Oyss after closure

- Custodial agency shall physically control
access to the disposal site

- 6-foot chain link fence
- Periodic surveillance by Utah Division of

Radiation Control
- Over $50MM in closure and post-closure fund

Perpetual Care and Maintenance Fund
(beginning 100 years after closure)
- Current value of $I3MM PCMF

Criticality Modeling
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ched to 100%
as U0 2F2 surface
contamination

• The waste will be
received in gondola
rail cars

• Waste mixtures
conservatively
modeled as spheres

I
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activities for removal
Iping from K-25 include visual

inspection and foaming

* Visual inspection and foaming only
performed on process gas equipment
and piping greater than 3 in. nominal
OD

Foam is an isocyanate/resin-based
foam (urethane foam) with density of
2 lb/ft3 (0.032 g/cm 3)
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Sthan 40 kg of 235U is placed in
a single disposal soil waste lift area

" No more than 3.6 kg of 235U is placed
in a single disposal waste lift area filled
with CLSM

Tdemonstrates that criticality
ts'not credible at the specified limits
during disposal of GDP waste at the
Clive disposal site.
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